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Notarization compensation system is an important part of our notarization 
system. The Notarization Law effected in 2006 first establishes notarization 
compensation system from the class in the law. This article bases on two factual 
cases, from the point of the theory of notarization proof standard and 
notarization review, intends to set up fault liability of notarization and to 
provide theory basis for notarization practice through analysis notarization 
proof standard and notarization review. 
This article is made up by three chapters except for the introduction and 
the conclusion. 
Chapter one is general introduction on notarization proof standard. 
Notarization proof standard is the lowest standard that the fact proofed by the 
evidence documents shall to reach. The requirement of the notarization proof is 
legal authenticity, it is the standard basing on high probability and with 
multivariate applicability. Notarization proof standard, using the free heart 
certificate and notarization evidence rule mode construction to judge. 
Notarization proof standard settles the question that for a notary proof object, 
how much evidence shall the parties need to provide to prove, and when shall 
the notary official to issue the document, and judge and measure a notarial 
instrument is qualified or not, it is offers a scale for the judgement of 
notarization compensation liability. 
Chapter Two is notarization review system. It is the most important and 
basic stage for the notarization. The author suggests, it should distinguish 
between Notarization and authentication of two different methods of proof in 
notarization legislation to, clear two different scope of review. Notary official 
shall take “care and diligence" attention obligation in the review process. This 














should reach, how to judge whether the notary official is up to the review of 
obligations, thereby identifying whether the notary official has the fault in the 
notarization process. Notarization review liability is that the most important 
elements in notary compensation responsibility. 
The Chapter Three is notarization compensation system. This chapter 
introduces the national notarization compensation system, based on which to 
analysis our system of notarization compensation. Secondly, to clear the nature 
of notarization compensation is the expert tort liability. Thirdly, to analysis of 
notary compensation responsibility constitution important document, clear the 
various elements content and notary compensation scope. 
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【案例一】:苏甲，男，1973 年 3 月出生，于 2004 年 8 月因患癌症死
亡，在厦门市思明区留有房屋遗产，苏甲的父亲苏乙、母亲陈某于 2005 年






苏甲已婚和子女情况的记载。2005 年 7 月 15 日公证员据此出具了继承权公
证书，证明苏甲未婚无子女，苏甲的遗产由其父母即苏乙、陈某共同继承。




续，请求判令三被告共同赔偿其损失人民币 20 万元。 
【案例二】:原告林某与被告张某二人原系情侣，共同购买了位于厦门
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